M E T A S H I B A in u

Developed on BSC (lower GAS fees) — Price
target $1 — Innovative Reward System — 500
millions supply — Metaverse Ready.
Big Community and Growing Fast!

our
target $1

$METASHIBA INU
DIVIDENDS

WHITEPAPER

METASHIBA INU rewards
holders. This will be send to
your BEP-20 Wallet.
Just add the
$METASHIBA INU address to
check your rewards!

METASHIBA INU is about to take over the chain!
With big rewards and cutting-edge rebase
mechanics we are here to stay. This is your chance
to become part of something great and moon
together with us!

0xfa8d9dd2c16f6376bab01e0b4ad6695aec738352

Our team is available in our Telegram channel
@SHIB_X and can help you out with any
questions related to our project you have.

6%

Moon
Incoming

LIQUIDITY
LOCKED

The MetaShiba Inu is version
2 of Shiba inu token. With a
total supply of ONLY
500,000,000 tokens, the first
clear target is to reach the
market price of one dollar.

$1

Liquidity will be locked. We
want our holders to feel
comfortable while holden our
project!

target

HODL!

Great community

You can become a Liquidity Provider
and you will be rewarded.

SPACE
IS BEAUTIFULL

Get METASHIB and add it as a pair
with another currency to the liquidity
section on the PancakeSwap.
TELEGRAM Community
Join our Telegram and
hang chat with us.
@metashib

TWITTER HANDLE
Follow our Twitter for
all latest Tweets
@shibainumeta

slippage

Space: an endless
region where
everything is possible!
Join us on our Journey
Up There!

instagram news
Follow our Instagram to
get rewards
@metashibainu

Passive income
and more

MetaShiba Inu has an innovative token
redistribution system, so that each transaction
has a fee of 5% of which 4% automatically
reaches the liquidity pool and 1% is directed to
holders depending on the amount held.
Another ways to earn passive income through
our project is to become a LIQUIDITY PROVIDER
on PancakeSwap or STAKING, last one is
currently under development to provide the best
APY.
BSC Smart Chain
MetaShiba Inu Token is developed on the BSC
Smart Chain to guarantee the lowest possible
GAS fees. HODL (provide liquidity), Stake(bring
stability), and SWAP tokens to gain WOOF Returns
through our sophisticated and innovative passive
income reward system.

tokenomics
TOTAL SUPPLY 500M
DEVS TEAM: 10%
FINANCES: 10%
IDO Pre-sale: 20%
PUBLIC SALE 60%

